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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
Even though the early-modern Netherlands was a world-renowned nation of
painters, very few artworks were ever made depicting its chief sugar colony
Suriname. Curiously one of the most famous paintings of Suriname from
the colonial era was not Dutch, but painted by the Bostonian artist John
Greenwood and titled Sea Captains Carousing in Surinam.1 It shows a drinking
scene that has long past the point where anyone would want to be a witness.
Drinks are consumed by the bowl, and card games are being rigged. The welldressed white men in the painting are mostly captains from North America.
Some are sleeping, one is pouring drink on another and one is about to have
his behind set alight while throwing up in a sleeping man’s jacket pocket. The
scantily dressed, dark-skinned, and strangely miniature servants are serving
drinks and sleeping on the floor of the establishment – adding to a sense of
debauchery and corruption in the scene. The painting was commissioned by
a group of Rhode Island captains, several of whom were to assume prominent
posts in the independent United States. Such captains have left their mark on
Suriname in more than one way: up to the present-day new gravestones are
being discovered in Paramaribo’s Nieuwe Oranje Tuin that mark the graves of
American captains who were buried in the colony.2
Those drunken men in Greenwood’s painting were not supposed to have
been in Suriname – not because of their moral depravity but because of the
economic reality that they represented. The painting was commissioned by
outsiders, people who were neither directing the colony from the metropolis,
nor the plantation elite in Suriname itself. In the vision of the directors who
ruled Suriname from Amsterdam there was no place for American captains.
An elaborate tableau with the coat of arms of the colony that the rulers of the
colony had made for themselves shows two muscular Indigenous warriors protecting the colony, numerous putti playing with tools for making sugar, a ship
to transport the sugar to the Dutch Republic, the coat of arms of Amsterdam
1 	John Greenwood, Sea Captains Carousing in Surinam, ca. 1752–1758. Saint Louis Art Museum.
Robert W. Kenny, “Sea Captains Carousing in Surinam,” Rhode Island History 36: 4 (1977):
106–117.
2 	Erik Hesselberg, “Graves Of Connecticut Sea Captains Discovered in South America,” The
Hartford Courant, January 2, 2012, http://articles.courant.com/2012-01-02/community/
hc-middletown-sea-captain-20120102_1_suriname-graves-researchers.
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figure 1.1 John Greenwood, Sea Captains Carousing in Surinam, ca. 1752–1758, oil on bed
ticking (95.9 × 191.1 cm), Saint Louis Art Museum (object no. 256: 1948), Saint Louis,
Missouri.

figure 1.2 Bernard Picart, Wapenschild van de Sociëteit van Suriname, 1720, etching
(10.7 × 13 cm), Rijksmuseum (object no. RP-P-OB-57.019), Amsterdam.
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as well as those of the directors.3 Conspicuous in their absence are not only
the enslaved Africans and the Indigenes who chose to rebel rather than serve
but also the American captains who made up no fewer than half the captains
sailing to Suriname in the eighteenth century.
By detailing such clashes as those between the local reality of Suriname with
its North American captains and the colonial vision that tried to ignore them,
this book presents a new and more complete history of Suriname. It does so
by laying bare the lies, deceit and smuggling that went on below the surface of
the slave-based plantation system. It does so because the white lies and black
markets fulfilled a crucial function in European colonization by mediating
between the nigh-utopian plans made in Amsterdam and the life overseas. The
resulting book is a story that ties together the history of the Dutch Republic,
the West African Coast, the Guianas and North America. Together these disparate places contributed to the colonization process in Suriname and made it
an Atlantic meeting place. The term “black markets” is also a reference to the
trading of black men, women and children in Suriname. In the book the slave
trade is not discussed in terms of the crime against humanity that is was, nor
the ways in which its legacy lives on in the present. What will be shown here is
that it also was a highly profitable and heavily contested trading activity that,
like the other markets for freight, labor and colonial products, was fought over
by the merchants, bankers and government officials, shaping the lives of the
enslaved while in its wake transforming transatlantic production and credit
systems.
When looking at the grand sweep of Suriname’s history, the history between
1650 and 1800 built upon a previous phase in which traders from Europe were
working on the Guiana Coast, sometimes founding a trading post or temporary
trading stations. The colony integrated more fully into the Atlantic world when
sugar production was introduced and made successful along the Suriname
River by colonists from English Barbados. They founded a colony there after
1651, and their colonization efforts determined Suriname’s strong connection
to Barbados as well as its integration into Jewish Atlantic networks. By this
time the shipping network started to have a more direct connection to production. Key people in Suriname were overseeing slave-based plantation production, settlement, state formation, shipping and trade. A striking case is that of
Samuel Cohen Nassy, who owned plantations, settled the town Jodensavanne
(Jews’ savanna), was jurator and whose ships sailed between Amsterdam,
West Africa, Paramaribo and the North American coast to provide the colony
3 	Bernard Picart, Wapenschild van de Sociëteit van Suriname, 1720, Rijksmuseum
(RP-P-OB-57.019), Amsterdam.
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with enslaved Africans and provisions. His ships crossed several imperial borders, but stayed neatly within the city network that would determine much of
Suriname’s future. And so, wood from Suriname was brought to Barbados, and
horses from New York found their way to Suriname. Interimperial connection
provided not only a source for goods but also a way to acquire experienced
colonists. Refugees from failed or failing projects provided the basis of health
and experience needed to survive in the lethal environment of the humid tropics. The scattered survivors of failed colonies were highly sought after by the
expanding French, Dutch and English settlements and also shared mutual contacts that could help supply one colony with what was lacking there but available in another. Intercolonial exchange was at the heart of the colonial project
on the Wild Coast.
This book covers Suriname’s history from roughly the onset of English colonization in 1650 until the collapse of Dutch overseas power at the end of the
eighteenth century. The mainstay of the book deals with the period that the
Dutch-chartered Suriname Company (Sociëteit van Suriname) ruled the colony
(1683–1795). The Dutch conquered Suriname from the English in 1667. The conquest of Suriname had taken place under the auspices of the States of Zeeland
at a time when Suriname was a sugar colony under English rule. Zeeland found
it difficult to manage the colony after conquest because of inland wars with
several indigenous groups, lack of supplies and departing colonists. In 1682 the
States of Zeeland sold Suriname to the Dutch West India Company (WIC). For
the WIC Suriname was a means to acquire tropical products for the Dutch market, to create a new market for finished goods from Europe, and to expand its
shipping industry.4 The WIC could not, however, afford to buy the colony from
Zeeland directly, and the WIC directors decided that their company should not
carry the full burden of colonial management on its own. They found the city
4 	The charter under which the Dutch West India Company would come to rule Suriname was
explicit about how the Dutch Republic would profit from Suriname’s colonization: “through
the growth of commerce and shipping, the debit of the many manufactures and fruits,
through the producing of raw materials, which will come from there in return-shipments
which will be adapted and debited and traded to other countries, through the continuous
building and repairing of ships sailing there and being eaten by the worm, through the
training of seamen and capable sailors, and in other ways, all the inhabitants, and the state
itself [will profit].” Octroy ofte fondamentele conditien, onder de welcke haer Hoogh. Mog. ten
besten en voordeele van de Ingezetenen deser Landen de Colonie van Suriname hebben doen
vallen in handen ende onder directie van de bewindthebberen van de generale Nederlandtsche
Geoctroyeerde West-Indische Compagnie (Jacobus Scheltus, 1682). Published in Jan Jacob
Hartsinck, Beschryving van Guiana, of de Wildekust in Zuid-America, vol. 2 (Amsterdam:
Gerrit Tielenburg, 1770): 623–624.

